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OPTICAL DETECTIOll OF BLAOC FLUTTER 

Il. C .IJI e be rd I nr. an d J. t.. Po 1 1 a c k 

AOSTRACT 

A Joint Air Force-NASA flutter research pror.ram usinr. full 

scale turbine enr.lnes Is being conducted at the nASA Le\~ls 

Research Center. The Initial phase is a fan flutter pror.r~m 

using a YF-100 turbo-fan engine. In t~ese tests dynamic itraln 

l'llges mounted on rotor blades areiel n ,> used as the primarY 

instrumentation for detecting the onset of flutter and defining 

the vibratory mode and'frequency. Optical devices hmlever are 

being evaluated for perforJ;linr. the sar.'c f.1eaSlJrer.lents as vlell as 

providing supplementary Information on the ~ibratory 

characteristics. Two separate methods ure beinr. studied: 

stroboscopic imagery of the blade tip and photoelectric sCunning 

of blude tip motion. 130th methods give visual data in real tir:1e 

as well as vi~eo tape records. The OPtical systems wll I be 

described and representative resul ts ~ill be presented. The 

potential of this Instrumentation in flutter research \'Iill be 

discussed. 

I rnRODLJCT lOr! 

An investigation of two methods of OPtically dctectinR the 

onset of flutter In the fan blades o'f an aircraft gas turbine 

engine is reported herein. This investir.ation, conducted at the 

riASA Lewis Research Center, is part of a joint IIASA-Air Force 

NASA Lewis ilesearch Center 
Cleveland, Ohio 

STAR Cat. 35 



program aimed at the expansion and strengthening of the 

tecllnology base of aircraft gas turbine propulsion systems. 
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As an Important part of this full scale engine research 

activity, a series of investigations is being conduc':ed at Lewis 

on aeroelastlc Instabilities in co~pressor and fan blades. These 

Instabilities, referred to as "flutter", need no external 

periodic forcing function. In th i s phenoolenon a s I i gilt 

disturbance to the blade results .In a continuous asci llation at 

one or more of the natural frequencies of the blade. ) n time, 

the amplitude of tllis oscillation can reach catastropllic 

proportions. Flutter is usually cllaractcrized by frequencies 

vlhlch are not inter;er r,lultiples of the shaft rotational 

frequency. 

To understand the flutter pheno~enon, it is necessary to 

study both the blade structure and the aerodynanic systen just 

prior to and at the onset of flutter. To obtain data for this 

purpose, it Is necessary to dr ive the fan or COrlpressor into 

flutter. This is a very dangerous maneuver because once flutter 

begins it can increase very rapidly in a~pl itude to catastrophic 

proportions; therefore, it is very i~portilnt to rei iably detect 

the sl ightest onset of flutter. 

Reported experience with turbo-machinery flutter testing in 

this country has been 1 ir.lited. I:ost of the flutter 

Instrumentation experience at Lewis and elsewhere has been with 

blade mounted strain gages used to indicate the dY1amic strains 



In the blade structure. The number of strain r;ages used is very 

large, normally 50 to 100 !lages, because flutter can occur, 

depe~dlng on engine test conditions, on any blade and on any 

stage, without necessarily occurring on the other blades. This 

fact requires monitoring each gage signal separately and 

simultaneously. 

Problems associated with strain gages used in these 

appl ications arc: 

1. The high cost of strain gage Installation. 

2. The extenslve"manpower and equipment requirements to 

monitor a large nu~ber of gaees separately and 

simultaneously. 

3. The hlgll failure rate of strain eaRes. 
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4. The danger of not having an operating gage on a critical 

blade especially after numerous r;aee failures. 

5. The unknown degree to which ti,e gar;e alters the blade 

aerodynamic and/or mechanical performance due to its 

physical presence on the blade surface. 

The Investigation reported herein was undertaken in an 

attempt to find an al ternative, less expensive, and simpler 

system. lie also desired a r,lonitor Ilhich uemanded such minimum 

attention that the engine operator could observe and interpret it 

while performing his other critical functions. 

Since real time monitoring of many blaues in many st~ges is 

"dquired, optical scanning techniques were considered. A recent 
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paper by II. Stargardter (ref. 1) reports the use of r.1irrors 

mounted to a blade to measure deflection versus radius on a 

fluttering fan blade. Llmit!!d optical access in our full scale 

engine test made application of tllis technique impossible. In 

addition Stargardter's method lIas problens analogous to 4 and 5 

I isted above for strain gages. lie evaiuated two other optical 

4 

techniques both of Hhich sense only the tip deflection of all the 

blades In a stage. These two tip monitoring techniques were 

evaluated on a full scale engine. One was a vibration detection 

method developed by Hollenberg (ref. 2) und used ut Lycoming 

Division of Avco Corporation in tile 1960's. A variation is also 

reported in the Russian literature (ref. 3) •. The second r,lethod 

lias tho straightfon~ard appl iCution of the fani liar, time-tested, 

stroboscopic technique. 

Advantages of these OPtical devices are (1) they are 

noncontacting and non interfering, (2) they Jo not require 

attacllments to the rotating shafts and blades, and (3) the 

display of t.he neasurer.lent can be in real ti~le, readily 

lrterpreted by engine operators and researchers. Evidence of this 

ready interpretation is difficult to illustrate \'lith the still 

photographs presented in this paper, ·but it is drilr.1atlcally 

apparent \~hen vie\~ing either the real time display or the video 

tape record. An additional advantage is that the optical 

techniques, if proven rei iable, could extend the test period 

beyond the life of the st ra in gar;es. 

Tile purpose of this paper is to describe these two different 
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optical techniques: PhotoelectrIc Scnnning (PES) nnd 

Stroboscopic Imagery (SI). Doth systems were InstallAd on the 

first stage of the YF-IOO fan used In Lewis' current flutter 

program. Ooth were In use simultaneOUSlY during flutter and the 

results are compared. As presently Impleme~ted the two OPtical 

systems present a TV type display which Is most applicable as a 

diagnostic and monitoring tool. ThOUGh the quantitative 

information Is In the video tape record, this type of record does 

not lend Itself to simple data reduction techniques. This p~per 

also presents the design concepts for n futurA systerl which not 

only enhances the display characteristics but also produces a 

readily processed digital data record. 

OPTICAL /;OlllTOIW/li TECII:IIQlJES 

Photoelectric Scanning System 

As described in ref. 2 the basic /'ES metllod is to measure 

the time at which a point on the tip of each blade passes n 

sensor mounted In the fan housing. FiltUre 1 shows the 

Implementation of this syster.l for the present Inv~stillation. If 

the t Inle be tlleen subsequen t pass i nr;s of the tip rer.la ins il 

constant the blade is either vibration free or is vibrntin(; at an 

Integer multiple of the once-per-revolutlon frequency. If tile 

time between subsequent passings of the tip is not constant then 

blade flutter is present. 

As explained in ref. 2 <Jnd in r.lore detai I later in this 

report, the variations in time differeGce measurements for 

certain pairs ~f sensor signals are proportional to blade torsion 
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and for other pairs are proportional to bladn bending. nore 

specifically, the data available from the PES can be reduced to 

give both torsion angle and the location of the torsion axis if 

only torsion is present. Alternativ~IY, ehe data can be reduced 

to give bending amplitudes if only bending is present. If 

hOl1ever, both torsion and bending are present simultaneously then 

ambiguities result if just tliO tip sensors are used. Correlation 

with other signals, such as those from strain gages, or prior 

kno~lledge of modes of vibration can rel~ove some or ail of the 

to rs ion ve rsus bend i ng .amb i gu i ty. 

The PES signals provide a measure of the circumferential 

displacement of the sensed spots. Errors in this measurement are 

caused primarily by noise in the probe signals. The analysis 

which allows the calCUlation of the spatial errors caused by this 

noise is found in most electronic counter manuals. The result is 

that the spatial displacement error is equal to the product of 

tip speed and peak noise amplitude divided by the slope of the 

probe signal. Thus our probe systerl development efforts 

continually strive for r,linir,lUm pulse rise time (r.laximun slope) 

and also minimum noise. 

As shOlm in figure 1, t~IO photomul tipl iers Ilere used to 

detect light originating from a singie light source and reflected 

from small viewed areas near the midchord and trail ing edge of 

the passing blades. ·As the blades pass the optical 'port the two 

photomultipliers generate two trains of pulses. Tile 

corresponding pairs of pulses from each blade, or one of these 
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pulses and a correspondinF. once-per-blade shaft oriented pulse, 

are electronicallY compared to obtain their time difference. The 

change in this time difference is a measure of blade torsion or 

bendinr.. The r.leasurement is autoPlatically repeated for all the 

blades in a stage once for each revolution of the shaft. 

An existing 32 r.1I11 diameter port on the YF-I00 fan casing 

that \~as di rectly over the fi rst stilge fan blades 1'/1IS used for 

optical access. A clear \/indOlI l'laS ilstalled in the port. The 

blade tips of the first stage fan were coated with aluminum paint 

to increase reflectance. A rur.ged tungsten filament lamp, 

mounted in a Ilater cooled holder, illur.linateJ the passing blade 

tips. TI~o G mm diameter 13 mr.1 focal length lenses, centerlines 

spaced 19 r.lm apart, \~ere r.lOunted in the 5ar,1(1 water cooled holder 

15 r.1m from the blade tip. The lenses collected the reflected 

radiation from a .7 mr.1 diameter field of viell on the passine 

blade tip and imaged it onto two incoherent fiber OPtics bundles. 

The 3.7 meter long bundles passed through a bUlkhead in the test 

facility enclosure and directed the reflected light to the 

photomultipl iers. Variation of lamp and photomultipl ier voltages 

was required to optimize sienal-to-noise ratio. A typical 

display of the i'ES on a catllodc ray iube is a vertical row of 

bright dots - one for each blade. Any blade deflection results 

in a time difference tllat Is viewed as a dot displacement along 

the horizontal. Flutter produces a horizontal dot oscillation. 

The dot motion is due to blade torsion or benLling de'pending on 

which pair of sir.nals arc selected as stated above. 

/ 



The signal processlnr. and display usnd to obtain the rES 

data presented In this paper lIere basicallY like those of 

Ilohenberr. (ref. 2). A block diagram Is shown In Fill. 2. 
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Four signals were used in various combinations to obtain the 

display on a standard oscilloscope. The signals arc: 

1. A pulse occurring once-per-revolutron obtained when a 

slnr.le tootll on the shaft passes a magnetic sensor. 

2. A pulse occurrlnr. ~. ~e-per-blade obtained as teeth on 

the shaft equal in number to the number of blades pass 

another magnetic sensor. 

3. A pulse occurring once-per-blade obtained from a 

photomultiplier as each blade passes the optic probe rlountecl 

near the midchord position. 

4. A pulse obtained the same way as 3 but from the optic 

probe mounthd near the trail ing edr.c. 

Thus, slr.nals 1 and 2 are shaft oriented in time (i.e. their 

phase remains fixed relative to tile shaft, wheel, and blade 

roots) "hlle signals 3 and 4 are blade tip oriented in time. 

Each of the four pulse slgnnls was preconditioned by sending it 

to an amplifier, comparator, ilnd f.lOnostable mUltivibrator so thnt 

all four slr.nals were separate, short dUration, TTL 

(translstor-transistor-lor.ic) compatible pulses. 

As sho~1n in fir;. 2, signal 1 \Ias used to reset a counter 

once-per-revolution. The otller three signals were Jsed in 

various comblnntions (as shOlm on the flr,ure) to obtain a dlsplny 



which showed either primarily the bl~dc bendinG or the bl~de 

torsion. The data shown In this rep0rt were ~ll t~l:en with 

combination I I. 

9 

Ilith one of the once-p(or-blade slr-nals appl ied to point II, 

the signal appl led to the oscilloscope Y axl~ was a staircase in 

which each riser occurred at the time of a ~ulse at II and In 

wilich the reset to zero occurred at the once-per-revolution pulse 

time (see Inset In Figure 2). The same slr-nal (at II) I'las also 

used to trigger the horizontal sweep. The combination of these 

siGnals produced a raster progressing fron the bottom to the top 

of the screen with the same number of lines as blades. (The 

blades were arbitrarily numbered beginning with one at the bottom 

of tile screen and Increasing upward.) 

IInother once-per-blade pulse (selected accorL.lng to the 

chart In figure 2) vias tlr-Ie delayed (with a variable monostable 

multlvibrator) to brighten the scope bean (Z axis). Tile time 

delay was necessary in order to be able to set a hiGh enOUGh 

sweep speed on the scope to obtain sufficient blade motion 

resolution. The amOUnt of delay depended on the absolute time 

between the two pulses applied to points II and~. Since this 

time depended on blade velocity \'Ihich is proportional to I1PII, it 

had to be readjusted whenever significant chanGes in engine speed 

occurred in order to bring the briGht spots to approximately 

center screen. This fact makes the abSOlute horizontal position 

of the spots on the screen meaninGless unless the time delay is 

carefully measured and noted. 

/ 
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The spots do not line I'P vertlcully due to very sl i!lht 

steady state vurlutlons In tie blade-to-blude spoclr.~ relotive to 

the tooth-to-tooth spacing for combinations ancl II. Also In 

combination til vertical lineup Is affected by very slight 

vurlutions In steady state blade angle, 

Even though ubsolute position of the spot on the screen Is 

meanln/\lcss \~Ithout uccurute l:nOl/ledge of time delay, u steady 

state shift In the spot position Is r.1eunlngful If the time delay 

Is not chunlled. This steady state shift Is pruportion"l to 

steady state torsion or bendinll or to exact enlline order 

vibrution amplitude in torsion or bendinll. 

Any periodic variation in the position of the intensified 

spot on the horizontal s\leep in combination I 15 dUe to blade 

be.,dinll in flutter. In combiniltlons II and III this cyclical 

varlution Is due to torsion in fluttflr. The nullni tude of the 

blade deflection is proportional to the deflection of the 

Intensified spot on the horizontal s\leep line. 

The syster" in fillure 2 I~as completed 11ith a TV cam:ra iJnd 

video tape recorder photographinll an~. recording the scope 

display. Photos presented In this report were taken from the 

videotaped record. 

Stroboscopic Imogery 

As r.lentioned in the introduction, the SI r,lCthod' is 1] 

straigl,tforward appl ication of a famllar time-tested stroboscopic 
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technique. In our system (fls;. 5), any preselected blade tip may 

have Its apparent r.lotlon arrested by a short duration light nulse 

as the blade passes before a vlC\~lnr. wlndoll. If the signal Ilhlch 

triggers the electronic flash lamp Is shaft oriented In time 

(I.e. Is derived from shaft position as opnosed to blade tin 

position) then any apparent vibratory motion In the otherwise 

frozen blade Image Is flutter. 

The method ViaS applied by using another 32 mOl diameter port 

In the fl rst stage cas ing of the YF-100 fan. The port II<lS 

modified to accommodate <J 30 r.101 diaMeter reticle-I'lindoll on \lhlch 

was ru I ed a 4 rrm squ a re r; rid. Th rough th i s Iii ndOI'1 two 12 r.1r.1 

dlar.leter, O.G numerical aperture glass fiber llr;ht pipes 

IllUMinated the blade tip. The 3.7 Meter lonr; llr,ht pifles 

extended through a bulkhe<Jd In the test f<Jcility to tile flash 

lar.lp and Its pOl/er supply located in a non-hazard area. The 

xenon flash tube equipped with a special r;<JS cooled sleeve was 

capable of being pulsed at 150 pulses/sec for several minutes. 

Energy per flash lias .32 liatt-seconds. Flash dur<Jtion was 

sufficiently sllort such that tllere was no visually detectable 

difference in blade tip suction edge ir.1<Jge sh<Jrpness between a 

stationary blade and a correspondin~ blade obtain~d at ofleratinr; 

RPII Iii th no fl utter. 

The recordinr; system consisted of a flhotor,raflhic objective 

lens (50 mOl focal lenr;th, f/1.4) Vlhich viel/Cd the trai,l inr; half 

of the blade tip throur;h the same ruled Vtindol'l used for 

Illumination. The lens to blade tip distance lias 30 cn. The 

I 
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lens Ima~ed the blade tip onto a coherent optical fiber bundle. 

The optical fiber bundle, 2.4 meters In length, passed tIl rough 

the bul~lead where It was ~oupled to a closed circuit TV camera. 

The camera sIgnal was sent to a monitor for real time d:splay and 

to a vIdeo tape recorder. 1111 cor'lponents were obtained from 

commercial sources. 

This technique has all the advantages of photography. It 

provides a high spatial resolution record which allow:; real-time 

detection of small blade tip movement as well as allowing 

measurement of ~lo.le tip positIon chanGes from the video tapa 

record. 

The sIgnal processing and display usad to obtain the 51 data 

Is sho~m In figure 4. Signals 1 :md 2 of fill. 2 were also used 

for this system. -In order to be able to select any desired blade 

for viewInll. a preset counter which can be progralOCled to a preset 

number (blade number in this case) was used. Signal 1 was used 

to preset the blade number Into the counter whicll then countad 

down signal 2 pulses until a zero count lias reached at IIhich tir,lC 

a trigger pulse issued forth from the counter. This pulsa, 

delayed by a variable amount of tine, then trir.llered the flash 

lamp to illuminate the selected blade. 

As In the PES system, the varinble time delay follo~ling the 

preset counter output pulse was necessnry to bring the blade into 

view at nearly center screen on the Monitor. Tile $nme situation 

with regard to absolute posItion and Hendy-state pOSition shifts 
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on this monitor apply as stated In the section on the PES. 

RESULTS 

The blade movements that appear on both the photoelectric 

scanning (PES) and stroboscopic imagery (51) monitors exhibit a 

stroboscopic effect since the blade moFion is being sampled at a 

once-per-revolution rate. The observed blade movements that 

appear on the monitor Ilave an apparent vibration frequency that 

15 the difference between tile actual blade vibration frequency 

and tile nearest integer multiple of the shaft rotational 

frequency. nlade frequencIes near an engine order exllibit the 

familIar low-frequency "beating" effect. The motion associated 

~dth large frequency differences I/as too rapid to be follOl/cd by 

the eye. 

Photoelectric Scanning 

Figures 5 and G arc photographs of the video tape record of 

the oscilliscope screen taken using combination I I (fig. 2) 

before and during a flutter condition. As indicated on tile 

pictures, the Ilorizontal sweep speed of tile oscill iscope is 5 

microsec/cm and the major vertical grid I ines are 1 CM apart. 

During quiet engine operation average jitter I/01S carefully 

measured by increasing the horizontal sweep rate and measuring 

the variation in length of the brightening pulse. Average jitter 

was 1/2 microsecond corresponding to 1/4 degree peak-to-peak 

ampl itude in the first torsional mode deflection of the blade 

tip. LJuring flutter, individu01I blurJes exhibited vibrutory 

peak-to-peak amplitudes ranging from 0.5 degrees to 7.5 degrees. 

I 
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This measurement was made for each blade by subtracting the quiet 

engine pulse width of figure 5 from the corresponding expanded 

pulse width of fIgure 6 caused by flutter. noth photographs were 

5 second exposures of tIle vIdeo tape. record. Therefore both the 

app~,~nt low and hIgh frequency motions of the different blades 

(l>lentloned above In the stroboscopic effect disscussion) Ilere 

measured. 

A single pllotograph ~uch as figure G does not do Justice to 

the Impact of the real time display for r.lonitorin ... flutter nor to 

the advantage of more leisurelY replay of the video tapa record 

of flutter conditions. Each blade exhibits an Individual 

behavior, Ilhich at this time is unpredictable. For inltdnce, 

fIgure G shows that, at thIs particular condition, there are tl'lO 

groups of blades exhibitIng larger ampl itude than the others 

(blades 5 to 8 and 23 to 26 as counted up from the bottom) and 

that these groups are approximately 180 decrees apart 

~.rcumferentially sInce there are 38 blades in this stage. In 

addition, we observed during operation that these tl'lO groups 

alvlays I'lent Into flutter earl ier and came out later than the 

"ther blades. These are observations that l'Iould not necessarily 

be noticed in most strain gage m?nitoring systems. The PES 

record clearly emphasized the requirement to monitor and record 

the deflections of al I the blades and all the blade rows of 

Interest. 

Stroboscopic Imagery 

The SI system produced a steady sharp television picture of 



the trailing half of the blade during quiet engine operation. 

Fig. 7 is a typical pilOtOgraph obtainad from the TV ~onltor 

during quiet engine operation. Since at least four images are 

15 

superimposed during this TV frame, the photograph illustrates the 

sharpr'Rs of the blade image during such a tine. 

During flutter, stepping along the blade row (using the 

preset counter) produced dramat ic video-tapa '~ecords of all tha 

vibrating blades. Sor,Ie blades I'/ere almost stationary, some had 

large ampl itude, up to 1~.5 degrees. The blade motions varied 

from an apparent frequency so higll as to blur on the TV record 

for some flutter conditions to as 101/ as several hertz for 

others. Using standard photogrammetry, measurer'"nts I'/ere r.lade on 

photographs produced from tile video tapes. The change in angle 

between the blade chord and the engine axis caused by change in 

engine ~ditlons was measured. Also, attel'lpts vlere P18de to 

measure blade uncamber. llithin the 1/4 degree precision 

determined for the SI system, no uncar,lber lias detected. 

11easurements fror.l the same records have the potential to detect 

higher order modes of torsional vibration, if present I·lith 

sufficient amplitude, and can serve as a guide toward reduction 

techniques for the PES data. 

DISCUSSion OF RESULTS 

The video tapa records of PES and SI at the same flutter 

condition \~ere compared over the sane timp. interval. Ampl itude 

of vibration and apparent frequency agreed to within the 

precision of the measurement for blades simultaneouslY monitored 

/ 
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by both systems. The fact tllat the maximum amplitude recorded by 

the PES was 7.5 degrees and that recorded by the 51 was 4.5 

degrees results from the difficulty of selecting the right blade 

at the right time 1~lth the 51 system while the PES vlel~s all the 

blades all the time. Uy the time the PES and 51 'systems were 

Implemented only three workable strain gages remained to compare 

with the video records. This comparison was hampered by: 

1. The lack of accurate time correlation between the strain 

gage and optical systems. Emphasis to date has been on 

developing a successfUl flutter monitor as op~osed to a 

flutter measuring system. As a result I itt1e effort lias 

expended In time correlating the syste~s. 

2. The subjective judgment necessary to reduce visual 

Images from the video screen to quantitive data. 

HOIlever, satisfactory qual itative correlation was achieved 

between the optical and strain gage systems. llhenever either 

optical system indicated flutter on those blades with strain 

gages remaining it was confirmed immediately by the strain gage 

syster.l. 

A probler., exhibited by the present -lesign of the optical 

system Is the previously discussed vbriatlon of the display 

position with RPII caused by fixed time delays. Additionally, 

since both PES and 51 require optical access (windows) to the 

blade tips, we vlere in it lally troubled by di rt on the windows 

deteriorating the siv.nal-to-noise ratio. The \'lindo\'/ desir.n 

described in this report resulted from attempts to eliminate this 

,I 
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problem and did perforn satisfactorily. 

In spite of the above difficulties the existing system has 

successfully demonstrated chat (1) pulses of sufficient 

signal-to-noise ratio and time repeatability Here obtained from 

the PES probes and shaft oriented sensors to obtain the 1/4 

degree precision on torsion angle, and (2) these signals combined 

with the signal processing produced excellent flutter monitors 

for the YF-100 fan. Of particular value is to be able to view 

the behavior of all blades simultaneously. 

POTEIlTlAL II1PROVEI!EIlT5 TO T:IE SY5TEI: 

Improvements are presently being incorporated to el il'1inate 

some of the remaining problems. These improvements will: 

1. Eliminate the dependence on RPII of the absolute position 

of the' signals on both the PES and SI display. 

2. Produce digital data tapes of the parameters inherently 

available from the PES system for off-line quantitative data 

reduction correlated with time and thereby with other 

pertinent measurement systems. 

The Ilcart of the improved system is a scheme first sug~ested 

by J.A. PO\~ell of the Le\~is P.esearch Center. It consists of 

generating a constant larRe number of very uniformly spaced 

pulses-per-shaft-revolution so that each pulse represents a given 

circur.lferential angle increment. (·About 10,000 

pulses-per-revolution arc being used in our system). This device 

(which \~i 11 be referred to as an angle clock) is illustrated in 

/ 
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block diagram form in Fig. 8. As can be seen froM the figure, 

the microprocessor updates the frequency of the synthesizer each 

revolution based on tile deviation of the counter 

counts-per-revolution from the desir~d cOllnts-per-revolution. 

The assumption is that RPI1 chilnges are negl igible dUring one 

revolution at engine conditions of interest which are at 

nominally constant RPM. in addition to having the angle clock 

signal available at the output of the synthesizer. a parallel 

digitill representation of absolute ilngle Is available at the 

counter output at al I times. 

it can be seen. tllat this angle clock is really an electronic 

replacement for a rotary encoder sincG its function is to 

generate a larRe number of very uniformlY spaced 

pulses-per-revolution. One of its advantages i'l that it can be 

applied in machinery I'Ihere physical :imita:'io'1'" such as available 

space or high shaft speed preclude the :npr~l!&tion of an actual 

rotary encoder. Another advantage is that any integer nunber of 

pulses-per-revolution can be generated ilnd this number is reaJily 

In addition. in practice the 

r,llcroprocessor Is functioning durin;; only a very sr.lall fraction 

of eilch revolution so that it is then aval iable durinr; r,lost of 

the time to do other useful thinRs such as dis[llay con,trol. 

THO requirements for the angle clocl: are thilt' a 

once-per-revolution [lulsn lie available and that r.rll chanr;es be 

neRI igibln during onn revolution at times of interest. Another 

requirement is that the synthesizer r,lllst exhibit very rapid 
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settling time. 

Processing and Recording 

Figure 9 Is a block diagram of the improved data processing 

and recording system for the PES. The primary goal of this 

system Is to produce a digital data tape containing a number 

proportional to the difference in cl rcumferential angle betl'leen a 

reference once-per-blade pulse and the once-per-blade pulse 

derived from the appropriate photomultipl ier. There l'Iill be one 

of these numbers recorded for each blade passage of the midchord 

photomul t ipl ier and another for each blade passage of the 

trail ing edge photomul tlpller for as long as the tape is runniT'g. 

Also recorded wIth each paIr (midchord and trail in~ edllo) Ifill be 

the cor respond I ng blade nur"be r. T i r.1e <lnd I1PI i Iii II a 1 so be 

recordea to facilItate correlation Ilith other data. Secondary 

purposes of this s'ystem are to produce processed digital sienals 

for on-l ine display and to produce properly phft5ed 

synchronization pulses for the 51 system and other systems 

requlrinll synchronIzation sir,nals. 

The functions of the components in figure g are to produce 

the requisite signals. The function of the preset counters is to 

produce pulses optimally anr,ularly spaced (or phased) relative to 

each other for the rest of the system. This is necessary In 

order to allow for the arbitr<lry anr,ular location of the 

once-per-revolutlon pulse and the PES sensors as Ilell as for the 

initial r.1echanical varIations in blade spacing. The function of 

the digital frequency divider is to provIde the once-per-blade 
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shaft oriented pulse for~erly derived from the toothed wheel on 

the shaft. but now derived fro~ the angle clock. The advantaBe 

of this approach Is that the resultant pulse spacing Is not 

dependent on machining tolerances of the teeth and thus Is more 

uniform as a reference signal. Its use assumes that the selected 

number of pulses-per-revolutlon from the angle clock Is an 

Integer multiple of the number of blades. The start-stop 

counters count angle clock pulses between selected pairs of 

pulses and present the dlBital results to the tape recorder. 

These digital signals arc the prlnary data. They exhibit a 

resolution equal to the selected angle clock pulse resolution. 

The 'blade counter provides the blade number to the tape for 

Identl flcation. 

Display 

Figure 10 shows ti,e PES display system f~r real-time 

monitoring. The microprocessor (same one as in figure 8) 

Inltlall~ calcUlates a table of offset numbers for eacll 

photomul tlpl ier derived pulse for each blade Ilhen the engine is 

in a quiescent (not fluttering) running state. The offset is 

b<Jsed on the nur.lber necessary to place eDch bright spot at 

horizontal center screen during tllis reference condition. From 

then on the microprocessor subtracts this previously calculated 

offset from the corresponding data entry to produce the 

horizontal position number. Each horizontal position number 

output is converted to an anillog signal for the X axis drive of 

the display. The microprocessor then pulses ti,e Z axis to 

I 
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brighten the beam. At all times the dl~ltal blade nUMber Is also 

being converted to an analog voltage to drive the Y axis so that 

the beam Is always in the correct vertical position to receive 

the X and Z siRnals. 

Tilis scheme no longer requires oscilloscopes for display but 

rather X-Y-Z cathode ray tube displays. It al so now permi ts 

direct Interpretation of both absolute and relative beam 

positions because they are all relative to the orir,inaL fixed, 

known reference position calculated by the microprocessor. 

Since all of the delays are digitally deterrlined, based on 

the angle clock, the heam position is no lon!ler a function of 

RPII. This allows the various dir,ital delays to be set once for 

each engine mechanical configuration and then never chanRed. 

The 51 dlspla~ system is shown in Figure 11. The digital 

delay features are the sa"",! as for the PES systen. Thus, the 

selected blade is readily positioned on the screen and its 

position is not a function of I1PII. All chanr,es in position are 

now interpretable. It can be seen that systens similar to the SI 

display system can readily be adapted to provide synchronization 

to other systems \~ith similar requirements. 

COflCLUD I fiG [] I SCUSS lOll 

The photoelectric scanning system (PES) is the simpler, and 

more easily operated, of the two optical systems. Since a single 

cathode ray tube displays the behavior of all the bl ades in a 

stage simultaneously, it Is an Ideal flutter monitor. \Ihen an 

f 
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engine operator maneuvers Into tile flutter condition lIe can tell 

at a glance how changes In engine operating paraMeters affect the 

degree of flutter. llith the addition of the system Improveillents 

described, but noe yet Illlplemented, the PES ought to provide a 

complete quantitative capability to obtain tip amplitude, and 

relative phase of all the blades. 

The stroboscopic Imagery system (SI) provides higller 

chordwlse spatial resolution and less aillbiguous records from 

which higher precision measurements of blade uncamber, first 

torsion, and higher order torsion May be detected. Operation of 

the SI system continuouslY 111111e searching for a flutter 

condl tlon imposes severe demands on the flash tube and affects 

Its reliability. This limits Its usc as a flutter r.lonltor. 

Experience has shown tllat a better method of operation is to 

search for flutter' with the PES and 1 imit the use of SI to those 

times during 11hlch the PES indicates intcrestinv. blade activity. 

Using the two optical techniques to complement one anotller 

produces two separate measurenents of tip Illotlon and a 

corresponding high level of confidence in the results. 

lloth systems require optical access (vlindolls) for operation. 

Dirt from the Inlet air piping carried into the fan can be a 

problem. Experience sholled that the SI performance Is less 

affected than the PES performance by deposits on tile window. 

Deposits did adversely affect the signal-to-noise ratio on the 

PES. 
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